
Abstract
• Learning is used extensively in 

modeling emergent behaviors in 
autonomous driving.

• But, integrating autonomous vehicles 
(AVs) into the real world requires AVs 
to adhere to social norms of driving. 

• However, current learning-based AV 
control methods often overlook this 
crucial aspect. 

• We look at the problem of enabling 
socially compatible driving when AV 
control policies are learned.

• We show without social 
compatibility, AV policies tend to 
adopt dangerously competitive 
driving behaviors, while the 
incorporation of social compatibility 
fosters smoother vehicle maneuvers.
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Conclusion
• Social compatibility is an important aspect when learning AV control policies. 
• In the absence of social compatibility, acquired AV behaviors may take on an 

aggressive nature, potentially endangering those around the AVs.

Results

Modeling different driving behaviors

Learning human driving preferences 
• Inverse reinforcement learning on real-world driving data.

• Social value orientation to capture altruistic, prosocial, individualistic 
     and competitive driving behaviors

Learning multi-behavior socially compatible driving 
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• Multi-task learning to learn a unified policy that can demonstrate 
multiple driving behaviors.

• Overall objective: Drive without collisions on a highway
• Simulation environment: Highway environment
• Baseline:  Default DQN implementation (without social compatibility)
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• Without social compatibility, the default behavior (baseline) is significantly aggressive even 
more than the competitive behavior.
• Social compatibility can even help achieve the main objective.
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Schematic overview• Current works focus on learning emergent driving behaviors without 
considering the social compatibility of the learned behaviors.

• In the absence of social compatibility, the learned policies may lead 
to road rage and would face societal resistance.  

Emergent behaviors in driving

• Integrating social compatibility into learning enables smooth driving and more human-
like driving behaviors.


